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College 'Who's Who' Uses 
Names of 26 Xavier Men 
The names of° twenty-six 
X a v i e r juniors and seniors 
have been accepted for publi-
cation in the a nth o 1 o g y , 
"Who's W h o in American 
Universities and Colleges." Stu-
dents are selected on the basis of 
excellence and sincerity in schol-
arship; leadership -and participa-
tion in extracurricular and aca-
demic activities; citizenship and 
service to the school, and promise 
cis Ryan, Howard Bernard Schap-
ker, Thomas Henry Siemers, 
James Howard Spraul and Rob-
ert Phillip Walker. 
Masque Play Postponed 
Until Second Semester 
of future usefulness to business 
and society. 
Xavier men whose names and 
thumbnail histories will appear 
American Technical Training· 
Valued In India, Na1iavati 
in the publication include Rich-
ard Bernard Berning, Gerald 
William Bourne, James Michael 
Breslin, John Arnold Cade, Paul 
Davis Cain, William Roney 
Charles, Charles Joseph Consig-
lio, Alfred James Cordes, William 
Henry Fellerhoff, Richard Jo- -
seph Francis, James Matthew 
Hogan, Donald Richard Lange-
fels, Robert Joseph Murray, Basil 
E. Najjar,. James Lacey O'Con-
nell, Paul · Vincent Palmisano, 
Raymond Stubbs Payne, William 
Henry Perry, James Matthew 
Powell, James Edward Powers, 
James Joseph Ryan, John Fran-
Band Pursues Big 
Blue To Cleveland 
The Musketeer Band will board 
busses for Cleveland and the Xa-
vier - John Carroll football game 
Saturday morning at 8:30. The 
Band will stay at the Hollenden 
Hotel in Cleveland. 
Mr. Gilbert T. Maringer, Band 
director, released some informa-
tion concerning the Band's half-
time show. Included in the show 
will be a stick formation of a man 
walking down the field, a maypole 
formation to the tune of "The 
Merry - Go - Round Broke Down," 
and a prop formation of a synco-
pated clock in which the numbers 




Lieutenant 0. G. Cramer and E. 
D. Bristle, Machinist's Mate First 
Class, representatives of the Naval 
Air Station at Columbus, Ohio, 
will be at x;avier University on 
Tuesday, Nov. 11, to interview 
students who are interested in ob-
taining information about the 
Naval Aviation Cadet ftight train-
ing program. 
Interviews will be available 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesday 
in South Hall. · 
An applicant for the Naval Avia-
tion Cadet Program must have 
completed a minimum of two years 
in college: he must have reached 
his 18th but not have passed his 
27th birthday: he must also be 
single and remain so until commis-
sioned. In addition, each candidate 
must pass a physical exam and an 
aptitude test. 
After 18 months of intensive 
flight training, a NavCad is com-
mluloned ·an Ensign in the U. S. 
Naval Reserve or a 2nd Lieuten-
ant in the u. S. Marine Corps Re-
serve. The newly commissioned 
Naval Aviator then spends approxi-
mately two and one-half years 
with the Fleet. 
· (Contlnued on P111 3) 
. ,,~ 
Dr. Frank Peters dlScusses conditions in India with Rajnikand 
Nanavatl, graduate student from Indore City. 
By Claarles Austin 
Among the many students enrolled in the graduate di-
vision of Xavier University is Rajnikand Nanavati of Indore 
City, India. 
Nanavati arrived in Cincinnati this summer to visit his 
brother, Vipin, a student Chemical Engineer at the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati. He had planned in India." . 
to pursue advanced studies in · Speaking of CommuniSm, Nan-
Economics at some American Uni- avati stated that it has no grasp 
versity. When he found that · upon his country, even though 
Xavier offered exactly what he India does recognize the govern-
wanted, he lost no time in enroll- ment of Red China. He pointed 
ing. out that India's major problem of 
When asked about social and today is her continual dispute 
economic conditions in his home- with Pakistan. "Independence," 
land, Nanavati pointed out that he noted, "has not helped to solve 
due to the drastic lack of educated this and many other problems" 
and skilled men, business and in- Na'navati lives with his brother 
dustry in India has not yet been and two other students. He is 
well established. "There is always bracing himself for the coming 
with us the dire need for better winter, having never before ex-
educational facilities to over- perienced cold weather in his 
come this difficulty," he said. tropical hom.e. 
"Technical training afforded by He says that his greatest dis-
the United States is helping covery .since ~nteri~g the United 
greatly to raise the condition of States is, belleve it or not, the 
industry in India," Nanavati hamburger. 
stated. American prestige· is ap- -------
parently high in that country. Senior Theses Due 
"Your ambassador, Chester 
Bowles," he said, "is the most By Monday, Jan. 12 
popular ·of all diplomatic envoys Senior Theses in Chemistry, 
Ph;'s Turkey Trot Mathematics, Biology, Physics and ., Zoology are due Monday, Jan. 12, 
Thanksgiving· Nite 1953, Mr. Raymond Fellinger, reg-
istrar, announced this week. 
The fourth annual Turkey Trot . Mr. Fellinger also ·released the 
informal dance of Gamma Phi official total Xaxier enrollment. 
Fraternity, will take place on In the Day Division are 1058 stu-
Thanksgiving evening, Nov. 27, dents, Night School 977, Gradu-
at Castle Farm. With Verne ate School 256, and Milford Di-
Wahle and his orchestra provid- vision 125. The total enrollment is 
ing the music, the dance will get 2416 in all Xavier divisions. 
underway at 9: 30 and will last 
until 1:30. 
Members of the Fraternity, 
which is composed of Xavier stu-
dents. invite their fellow students 
to attend. Admission will be $3 
per couple, and tickets and reser-
vations can be procured from any 
member or pledge of the Fra-
ternity. 
Group blocks of tickets and res-
ervations may be acquired by 
calling Dick Poland, Reservations 
chairman, at BR 8215. 
Senior Meeting Nov. 10 
There will be a compulsory 
convocation for all senlon next 
Monday at 1:30 in the armory. 
Fr. O'Connor will talk to the sen-
iors about their requirements for 
1raduatlon and the general atti-
tude of the senior elaa towarcbl 
study. The rest of the propam 
wlll be bandied by Fr •. Ratter-
man. 
Exact Date Not Set As Director Dial Surprises 
With Move To Preserve 'Our Artistic Integrity' 
In a surprising move, Mr. Victor Dial, moderator of the 
Masque Society, announced Ia'st Tuesday that this year's pro-
duction of "Romeo and Juliet" has been temporarily called off 
until sometime next spring. The exact date for the production 
has not yet been set, but it will probably take place sometime 
after Easter, Mr. Dial said. Dial, is the fact that the cast has 
Mr. Dial gave two reasons for failed to jell as he thought it 
the postponment. First of all and would. "The excellent quality of 
most important, according to Mr. our productions," Mr. Dial said. 
"has built a reputation which 
cannot be stymied at this point. 
It was primarily to preserve our 
artistic integrity that I made this 
decision." 
·Tavern Introduces 
Ordeals To Four 
Four Xavier undergraduates 
will become patrons of the uni-
versity's unique Mermaid Tavern 
'literary society next Monday 
night, Nov. 10, when the organi-
zation holds its annual fall ini-
tiation. The questants are junior 
Ron Loftus and sophomores John 
Carmichael, Jim Lutz and Bob 
Siegenthaler. 
For lhe past week this quartet 
has been appearing on campus 
wearing representations of the 
"Green Siren" on their arms. 
They also have been called upon 
to provide impromptu entertain-
ment at various spots around 
Xavier. 
Classics Teachers 
Back From Akron 
One hundred and fifty teach-
ers of the classical languages in 
Ohio high schools and colleges 
held their annual Ohio Classical 
Conference last week at the May-
flower Hotel in Akron, Ohio. 
Rev. William P. Hetherington, 
S.J., Dr. Paul Harkins, and Dr. 
Frederick E. Wirth represented 
Xavier in the two-and-one-half-
day meeting, which lasted from 
Oct. 30 to Nov. 1. 
Several papers were read du-
ring the conference among them 
a work by Dr. Harkins on his 
Critical Edition in Greek of the 
Homilies of St. John Chrysostom. 
The · second reason for post-
( Continued on Page 3) 
Alumni Plans 
Communion 
The Xavier Alumni Association 
will observe the 400th anniversary 
of the feast of St. Francis Xavier 
by a Universal Communion Day . 
The observance is scheduled for 
Sunday, Dec. 7, four days follow-
ing the feast of the Jesuit saint. 
Xavier men throughout the 
wodd are being asked to receive 
the Blessed Sacrament on that 
day for the intention of the Holy 
Father, Mr. Al M. Boex, Alumni 
president, has announced. 
Fourteen areas outside of Cin· 
cinnati are being organized as 
Communion centers. These areas 
of concentration· include Chicago, 
Portsmouth, Cleveland, Columbus, 
Law1·enceburg, New York City, 
Philadelphia, Washington, Ft. 
Wayne, Indianapolis, Hamilton, 
Dayton and Louisville. 
The local chapter of Xavier 
alumni, which numbers over 2,300, 
. will be invited to attend Mass in 
the Xavier Fieldhouse at 9 a.m. on 
the day of the observance. 
Neal Ahem and Thomas M. 
Geoghegan have been named hon-
orary co-chairmen of the obser-
vance. C. Robert Beirne is acting 
as executive chairman. 
Dads To· Hold Recollection Day 
Nov. 16; Fr. Follen To Speak · 
The second annual Dads' Club 
Day of Recollection, dedicated to 
the men who have given their 
lives to the service of their coun-
try, will be held on Nov. 16. . 
Rev. Geor1e Follen, 8.1. 
• • • To lmpire Dada 
Giving the talks for the Day of 
Recollection will be Rev. George 
Follen, S.J., former professor of 
mathematics at Xavier; Fr. Fol-
len is currently engaged in writ-
ing a High School Chemistry 
textbook. 
Chairman of the Day is Her-
man Keller. William Schramm, 
Lee Wimberg and Dr. Thomas 
Heavern are serving on the com-
mittee. 
Dads intending to make the 
Day of Recollection are urged to 
make their reservations in ad-
vance. Price for a single reserva-
tion is $1.50. These may be made 
either by calling Rev. Edward 
O'Brien, S.J., at RE 2301, or Mr. 
He1·man Keller, at CH 5096. A 
turkey dinner will be served in 
the Student Union Building. 
Dads' Club officers urge stu-
dents to talk up the occasion with 
their dads. It is hoped that 200 
men will take advantage of this 
spiritual exercise. Last year 115 
men attended. 
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« Pink Ink ,, 
The New York Times, one of the world's most influential 
1 newspapers, is no longer worthy of our complete admira-
tion. While we may still admire its size, journalistic style, and 
widespread coverage, we cannot admire the leftward leanings 
of its editorial policies. In fact we must beware of them. 
In the Oct. 26 Book Review section of the Times, a new 
book on Senator Joseph McCarthy (R., Wisc.) is reviewed by 
John B. Oakes, identified only as a member of the Times's 
editorial board. In the final two paragraphs of a slanted "re-
view;" Oakes lets go his own opinions-a poor journalistic 
practice in itself. Oakes departs from commenting on the book 
and makes the sweeping statement that unfortunately there 
are still some people who do not know that Senator McCarthy 
has not uncovered a single spy or traitor, and the Times writer 
attempts to smear McCarthy by citing every possible example 
he could find that might incriminate him (he could find only 
a few). 
That McCarthy never uncovered a single spy or traitor is 
either an outright lie or hair-splitting terminology. Even if 
we shun McCarthy's methods, fit least he kindled the flame 
of public indignation that forced the exposure and ultimate 
dismissal of scores of government employees, some of whom 
"resigned" silently and others whose guilt can be read in 
Loyalty Board reports or congressional records. 
But this recent example of a Daily Worker line is not an 
isolated one in the New York Times. Mr. Oakes is not alone; 
Olin Downes, music critic for the big city newspaper, has a 
deplorable record of Red front affiliations. 
As if this were not bad enough, for some years the Times 
has been using its Letters to Editor column to help dissem-
inate Communist propaganda. At least one instance can be 
cited where an editor refused to publish a powerful paragraph 
of a letter exposing the pro-Soviet slant of a book's author. But 
the Times gives plenty of space to irrelevant material from 
left-wing letter writers who plug the Communist Party line. 
Many readers are duped by their slick, often high-sounding. 
sentiments. · 
Does publisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger think he is being 
broad-minded in aiding the cause of the Communist Party? 
We think he is using his influence for bad and under-
mining an otherwise good newspaper. We would ask our stu-
dents to beware aberrations in his editorial policy and fill the 
Letters to the Editor column of the New York Times and 
other newspaper~ with some truth to offset f~lsehood. 
« Calm After The Storm » 
In the light of recent events it may be well to note that the Anglo-Saxons had another name for November-Windo-
month or the Month of the Wind. Now the Anglo-Saxons, 
whom we all remember as being culpable for at least part of 
our language, were no great guns as thinkers. But every four 
years it becomes increasingly evident that this hardy tribe 
was possessed of a remarkable foresight. 
By this reading the people of our fa_ir country will have 
decided which of the Big Breezes blew the stronger. Most of 
us, it is supposed, will retire to another four years of pleasant 
apathy or pessimistic criticism. But all levity aside, it will be 
best for the country if everyone, regardless of party, puts his 
wh_olehearted support behind the new leader. 
« Another Elder Statesman ,, 
With the election past history, we, as is the case with all conscientious Christians, cannot help but wonder about 
the future or our ex-president, the honorable Harry S. Tru-
man. What will he do next? 
Many hypotheses have been advanced. Some say that he 
has been offered a chair in a large university from which he 
will teach American History. Another theory is that he has 
bought property in Washington. This property, so the story 
goes, he will convert into a rest home for Fair Deal Bureau-
crats, who after the election will find themselves out of their 
element. · · '?-"';·--"""1 
Still others say that a new haberdashery will open soon in 
Independence, Mo. President Truman thereupon will emerge 
every four years to address the Democratic Convention as its 
elder staitesman, saying that "We've got to drive the rascals 
out or keep them in," depending upon the Democratic party's 
position. Moreover, a common viewpoint has it that the presi-
dent suffers from "whistle-stop mania," which reasserts itself 
every four years in the inexorable urge to "give 'em hell." 
Whatever the case may be, we urge our former president-
to remember that there is Herbert Hoover too. 
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Beyond 
The X- Horizon 
By Jim Gilligan 
Oliver C. Carmichael, president of the Carnegie Founda-
tion for the Advancement of Teaching, summed up the feel-
ings of a growing number of educators in giving his criticism 
of the status of higher learning in the United States today. 
Declaring that "quantity has been substituted for quality" 
he noted the fallacy that if a 
student acquires a certain number 
of credit hours, it all adds up to a 
liberal education. 
He criticized some short courses 
that give only a smattering of in-
formation in a given field, ahd no 
conception of the mode of think-
ing by which the knowledge \vas 
derived, as contributing little, if 
anything to the education of the 
student. Facts, no matter what 
form they take, are of little use in 
themselves unless we know how to 
use them, see their significance 
and their relation to the whole. 
Mr. Carmichael noted that a 
true educational course will stress 
"not breadth of information, but 
depth of understanding." 
* * 
Yet, how many college courses 
are being taught which teach 
students to perform mathemati-
cal computations but not to think 
mathematically, to operate lab-
oratory apparatus but not- to 
think scientifically, and to sum-
marize philosophical arguments 
but not to think critically? 
* * * * 
At John Carroll in Cleveland, 
former Sgt. Francis R. Tesch, who 
for two years had taught on the 
school's ROTC staff, decided not 
to re-enlist in the Army, but to 
enroll as a freshman. After some 
eight years in uniform, Tesch de-
cided that the Army gives one a 
scant chance to prove what one 
can do for one's self, so he decided 
to make the change and see what 
he could accomplish under freer 
circumstances. 
The former instructor in the 
Military Science Dept. emphasized 
that he was not taking ROTC now 
that he is a student. Upperclass-
men have finally prevailed upon 
"Sarge" to buy a beanie. Says he, 
"I feel ten years younger." 
* * * * 
The University of Notre. Dame 
has inaugurated something a 
little new in the engineering 
field. The program is to cover a 
five year period instead of the 
usual four. With more time to 
be spent o_n studies, ~he adminis· 
tration hopes to provide the en-
gineer in modern industry with 
a broad cultural and social back-
ground in addition to technical 
proficiency. 
* * * * 
It appears that Michigan State 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Between 
The Lines 
By Jim Ryan 
This week end, coming as it does close upon the heals 
of Halloween and election day, may not seem an appropriate 
time to deal with Christmas. After all, that feast is seven 
weeks off and people just aren't in the Christmas spirit yet. 
However since ·the purveyors of -Christmastime goods have 
begun to display their wares, we 
can, I think, properly discuss the 
subject. 
The particular phase of the 
matter which takes up these few 
lines of type is Christmas cards. 
If you are like most individuals 
or families, you're choosing and 
ordering them now. So what kind 
are you going to get? The obvious 
answer is.some sort of card which 
extends Christmas greetings and 
shows Christmas spirit. But what 
kind is that? 
Well, let's start with what it 
isn't. It does not include any card 
which is occupied mainly by 
Scotty dogs, yule logs, imitation 
Currier and Ives prints, wpeathes, 
sleighs, chimneys, stockings, bells, 
books and candles. Nor does it 
show jolly Santas, cocktail glasses, · 
magazine cover monkeys, or cig-
arettes. It does not present sim-
pering verses about snow, gifts, 
or tall pine trees. Not· is its mes-
sage built mainly about the words 
Breslin's 
Breezes 
By Jim Bre1lin 
You can come out of the storm 
cellar now! It's kaput. 
We can settle back and relax 
awhile. The airways and TV 
screens have gone back to nor-
mal. The "I Like Ike" and "Uncle 
Adlai" shows have lost their 
sponsors, and back again are the 
conventional comedians to plague 
us once more. We can feel safe 
for four more years ~rom such 
shenanigans. 
The knife-twisting being over, 
the General and the Governor 
are· probably setting up drinks 
for each other. Buying for the 
house and maybe even for a few 
choice senators. 
The Junior Senator from Wis-
consin, to keep in shape for the 
next meeting of Congress, will 
probably investigate the many 
prison ri6ts for Red infiltration 
into our penal institutions. You 
can't tell, he might find some 
murderers or thieves who wear 
red flannels or used red ink in 
extortion notes. No end of possi-
bilities to what can be done to 
them. Reputation ruined, friends 
lost and maybe even incarcer-
ated. · 
And what became of the man in 
the coon-skin cap? Faded faster 
than the old soldier. Too bad, 
Estes, old boy, all you had was 
a lot of people behind you. Nancy 
would have showed you up any-
way. 
I understand that the managers 
and speech writers for the con-
tenders had to cut their drinking 
in half because of the strenuous 
campaign. No more soda. Wet the 
whistle stops would have been a 
more appropriate name. 
It's all over now,· so let's for-
get about it and start building up 
resistance for the next one. 
To any Boy Scout or P. R. lads 
who have not done their good 
deed for the· day, may I suggest 
supplying dictionaries to pennant 
makers? At the Villanova game 
the triangled-felt hucksters had 
their blue and white dust catch-
ers labeled XAVIER MUSKAT-
EERS. I doubt if many were 
palmed off however, as I imag-
ine most of the girls had one 
from the first game. 
merry, happy and prosperous. And, 
to use the classic example which 
received wide publicity several 
years ag0, it most definitely does 
not show two devils, one of whom 
says to the other "Hope you have 
a hell of a good Christmas." 
Nor is it printed with gaudy 
shades of color on paper which is 
only a trifle better than common 
newsprint. The figures are not 
jammed together and grotesquely 
out of proportion. The message is 
(Continued on Page 7) 
I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR , I 
Letters to this column, which serves as an open forum for free and frank discussion of any mat-
ters of interest to Xavier, should be limited to 200 words. Letters should be signed, but names will 
be deleted upon Tequest. 
Dear Sir, 
In these years of war, we seem 
to have ·forgotten the main pur-
pose of education. We are sup-
posed to be learning how to be 
better citizens. We are supposedly 
learning to have proper respect 
for ourselves and our neighbors. 
Administration supported colle-
giate athletics should help us have 
this proper respect - should en-
courage a community spirit which 
overflows to other communities. 
The Xavier-Villanova game should 
have made us better sportsmen 
with more charity and greate1· re-
spect for ourselves. 
I hope I'm wrong; I wish some-
one would put me right, but J 
think we lost that game at the 
half and forfeited it at the third 
quarter. When the loudspeaker 
announced, "We welcome Villa-
nova," Xavier sat on its hands. 
But when the Xavier team came 
on the field at the half, Villanova 
stood up and cheered. Jn the third 
quarter, the increasing booing 
from Xavie·r made me so sick that 
I had to leave the stands. I wanted 
to stay to the end and see if Xa· 
vier wouldn't i redeem itself and 
take the loss or tie or win as gen-
tlemen should, but I didn't · have 
that strong a stomach. 
Perhaps the Xavier students 
weren't quick enough to catch the 
announcement of the loudspeaker 
in time to express their apprecia-
tion of the honor of Villanova's 
visit. Perhaps ViJlanova was 
cheering something other than our 
team. Perhaps the Xavier stands 
were booing something other than 
the authorized officials and our in-
vited opponents. Maybe I'll find 
the answer in the newspapers. 
Did we lose the game-or did we 
lose our education? 
Sincerely, 
Charin Furlow (BC Frolb) 
' 
\ 
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X-Horizon Peek Of Week Beyond 
(Continued from Page 2) Monday, Nov. 10 
College has more than its share of Senior Class Convocation ,1:30 
absent-minded professors. In a Ji. Armory 
brary used only by graduate stu- Student Council, 1:30, Rm. 10 
dents and members of the faculty, Frosh Orientation, 1:30, Rm. 41 
an incomplete inventory shows XU News Meeting,1:30, Rm.109 
that almost 1,500 books are miss- NFCCS Meeting, 1 p.m., Fine 
ing. Most of them are library Arts Room. 
pamphlets and paper-bound books Family Life Institute, 8 p.m., 
which, the librarian claims, are Fi~e Arts Room. 
accidentally carried out of the Ji. Tuesday, Nov. 11 
brary in briefcases. Accounting Society, 1:30, South 
• • • • Hall. 





for men, women 
and children. 
five chemistry students were dis· Frosh Sodality, 1:30, Rm. 108 · 
tllling ether over an open flame. Thursday, Nov. 13 ~ let~ -':r~ 
The llquid, which vaporized Senior Sodality, 6:30, Rm. 108 ael•:;Je> ~\1 
quickly, apparantly leaked Alumni Association Meeting, 20East4!hSt ~\~\'-
through the still and caused a 8:30, Union Building. Cincinnati. O. 
blast which put three of them ======================~~====~=====~ in the hospital. 
• • • • 
One of the latest of a never. 
ending series of surveys comes 
from the University of Chicago, 
where Benjamin S. Bloom, asso· 
ciate professor of education, has 
completed a study of what stu-
dents actually think about in class. 
According to-his findings, students 
spend two-thirds of the time 
thinking about the topic being dis· 
cussed and the remainder of the 
time on thoughts irrelevant to the 
classwork. 
• • • • 
He advised teachers that when 
they tell a joke in cla11, the stu-
dents will be tblnkln1 about It 
five minutes later Instead of 
1 
what the professor la tr11D1 to .. ,. 
r=r=r=r#ir;. 
Too Important ro Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
2519 Vine Street. AV. 3116 
Program 
To Be Explained 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Following this tour of duty 
former NavCads have an oppor-
tunity to make a career in the 
Regular Navy; but most return to 
their hometown areas and civilian 
jobs, and continue flying as mem-
bers of Naval or Marine Air Re-
ALL YOUR LAUNDRY 
at 
THE SHIRT LAUNDRY 
3616 Montgomery Road 
••• a pair that's 
PIPER KNIT by Max all there 
You'll take off in Max's Piper to new 
heights of style. Smart spread collar 
with full roll. Contrasting trim on 
collar and cuffs. . 
FREE MONOGRAM Washable. Long 
sleeves. • ••••••••••••••••• $4.95 
TWINLOOP SLACKS by Max 
Double your S. A. (Slacks· Appeal) 
with Max's sharp Twinloop Slacks. 
Twin belt loops and twin button flaps 
on hack pockets. Matching belt in· 
eluded, FREE MONOGRAM . $9.95 
Have your parent& open a 30·day 
charGe or a lO·Pay Plan for you. 
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Poynter Adds Two PATs 
To Provide Xavier Edge 
By Logan Rapier 
• Dayton Win Rewarding 
c 0 RN_ ER MUSKETEERS SCARE VILLANOVA, . RALLY . TO UPSET . DAYTON, 14-13 O'CONNELL'S 
e Possession Key Factor 
e Villanova Crowd Poor 
· In a second half rally de-
scribed by Coach Ed Kluska 
as the greatest comeback he 
By •:- O'Co---" has ever seen a Xavier team B B b s· hal 1-·· nneH y o iegent er . 
------------------------- make, the Musketeers struck The scrappy Xavier Musketeers embark this week on the rante, a senior quarterback from 
Xavier To Face John Carroll 
In Cleveland Tomorrow Night 
BEFORE THE Musketeers left for Dayton last Sunday, they read for two quick . third qu:irter second leg of their tri-city road trip. Saturday night will find Cleveland. A\ left half is another 
the following statement on the _blackboard in .their Fieldhous~ locker !~tyuc~~o~:Sto~ F~i~rsth~4~~i~:; the Blue and White battling the John Carroll University experienced senior, Paul Schmidt, 
room: "All you have to do now JS WIN the ball game. Something new . Y Y ' . ' a 160 pound speedster from Chi 
this week-A VICTORY." Everybody had been saying that one of Sunday, Nov. _2. Approxima!ely gridders at Shaw stadium in Cleveland, Ohio. The contest is - . . -
10 000 f UD Stadi h duled t b · t 8·15 cago. Still another seruor, Ron these days the same drive and comeback spirit that had enabled the ' a_ns m um sc e 0 eg_m a . . · P:m. Kaminski, lugs the leather from 
Blue and White to battle Cincinnati and Villanova on such even terms watched ~im Poy':1ter boo~ the two Warmed by their spmted vic- . the right halfback slot. From the 
would result in a significant victory instead of just a near upset. The extr~ P_omts which decided ~e tory over the Dayton Flyers last ledo and Dayton. Although their fullback . post sophomore Paul 
sentiment we quoted only echoed the feelings of practically all Xavier verdi~t m favor of the rebounding week, the Muskies, for ~ change, sea~on slate shows three wins Brubeck, the 'streaks 
1
eadin
1 rooters Muskies. face an opponent that is not fa- against four I o s s e s , the Blue ground gainer launches his line-
. * * * * * Dayton had entered the 27th vored to defei!_t them. Precisely Streaks have outscored their op- piercing smashes. 
SUNDAY'S INSPmlNG victory was the fulfillment of the hopes game of the X-UD rivalry a slight .... for this reason and in view of ponents 149-56 and have al-
of these people but more than that it "'as a fitting reward for Coach favorite alld after being stymied Dalfback Bobby Judd (31) dives to the Villanova one yard line the fact that ;ome quarters re- lowed ~o more than three touch- C~oll _LJne Big 
Ed Klllllka BDd, bis ~layers who up 'until last week, had come so close during the scoreless first quater iD the fourth quarter of the Muskies' game with the Main Liners. gard the John Carroll game mere- downs in any single game. The starting hne of the Cleve-
., often but never t1ulte 'far :nough. The llusketeers' performance struck pay dirt twice in the sec- On the ground is Xavier tackle Mike Conaton (61). Seconds later ly as a breather or as a tune-up John Carroll after a 1951 sea- landers averages 212 pounds ~r 
IM!rves as ample proof that it takes something more than just size o1:1d ?eriod on passes f~om Fra~1Frey carried over for the second X touchdown. -Photo by Daly for the November 15 encounter son or rebuilding, has not re- man. All the forwar~ weigh 
and ability to win. That something is hardly definable; but when a Sig~ms to left end Jim ~urrm. • • • • • with Boston College, Coach Ed alized its full capabilities. The more than -~05 except right end 
player has it, it's worth more than a dozen easy victories. Taking over on the Xavier 261 . . . Line Bottles Up Filipski, Kluska has intensified workouts chief difficulty seems to have Chu?k McMilla_n wh~ _plays d: 
* * • * * following a blocked punt, Dayton The Muskies tallied their sec- Wild t , Bl kin K t t .1 t d d t f b "t . bil"t t d" t fensive safety m addition to his hd . 1 ond touchdown a few minutes ca s OC g een o preven a e - own an o ore- een i s ma i y o co-or ma e h ff . ·ngm ONE OF the most pleasing things about the Dayton win was the had a touc own m four P ays as I ts stall any feeling of overcon- the offense and defense so as to c ores as a~ 0 ensiv:e wi. an. 
combination. of people who collaborated in accomplishing it. For Siggins pitc~ed 15 yards to the 220 I later ~ter ;11 ex::~g:! P: t~ The underdog but game fidence by the players. . strike a winning balance. How- ~ulwarks m the line include 
example there was Joe Degaro For the first three games he was just pound Currm over goal for the advancing rom Xavier Musketeers stunned d . th St k h th t right tackle Joe Fratoe, 250 
the ; re lacement for Geor ~ Gilmartin. But Joe kept working and score. Tackle Jim Raiff added the midfield where they were giyen . f Streaks' Recor Mediocre e~er, e rea s ave e po en- pound, and left tackle Al Pin-
1.JC_>O P . _g h t . t f 1 t d life by a Dayton offsides penalty unbeaten Villanova or two The Forest City eleven has a tial to be a much smoother func- heiro 225 pounds now 1S a real prime mover m the X attack. He was one of t ose ex ra porn rom P acemen, an . th f 
11 
. t" t . t· · 'd h" • · 
especially singled out for praise by Kluska after the game. Then there the Flyers led, 7-0, with 4:26 after Bob Judd was forced to kick quarters~ e~ e VIC 1m. O rather mediocre r?cord, having ionmg ~i mac .me. The series between the two Je-
were Dick DeCorps and Chuck Jaworski, a couple of refugees from the gone in the quarter. · · on fourth down. Degaro then the Mam Lmers' smashmg shut out St. Francis, Case Tech, EJSele In Sixth Year suit institutions is dominated by 
offense. DeCorps saved the ·day with several key tackles, while Siggins Connects Again passed long to Dowd who caught ground attack,_ b~t ro~red back to and youngsto~ 60, 32, ~nd 40_ to Now in his si~h year as JC Xavier vi~tories, eleven to one, 
Jaworski, among other things, was greatly responsible for halting the Xavier ·got into trouble again the ball on the run and was scare the nat10n s mnth - ranked nothing respectively, while bemg mentor, Herb Eisele has some and one be. Last year the :Mus-
UD screen pass threat. Lou Magliano was also a recipient of Kluska on the subsequent kickoff when brought down on the Flyer three. team before bowing, 34-20, at Xa- upset by Baldwin-Wallace and fine material performing for him. keteers routed the Northerners 
comniendation. A guard all during his high school days, little Lou fullback Jack Byrne fumbled and A pen~lty set the ball ba~k on vier Stadium on Oct. 26. A dis- Marshall, and succumbing to To- Marshal of the "T" is Tony Fer- 41-0. 
turned in a fine linebacking job against the Flyers. Other kind words recovered but was downed on the the eig~t, but Judd slip~ed appointing crowd of little more -------------
from the Muskie coach went to Joe Russell. Seldom sensational but. x 13. The Musk"ies were unable aro.und ng_ht end for the tymg than 10,000 saw the Muskies turn in front. · · St d G d B •zz S h 
always conscie9tious, Joe crashed through to halt a fourth down to penetrate the Dayton ~e and porn · i t e press~e oi:i, 1 in t~eir best game of the season . ts W th h Forsaking their wide open plays UT y Uar f, C Tamm 
Dayton sweep in the game's fading moments, thus getting X posses- were forced to kick. The Flyers Poynter came ~hrough . with his despite _!he fact that the loss was for short but sure gains up the . I V •zla S le 
sion in those crucial final minutes. got possession on the 34, and on seco~d conversion which gave their fifth in six outings. middle. the ~ildc~ts went _so Standout n . ,, nova trugg 
. • • • • • the first play Siggins found Cur- Xavier the lead for. good. Haner, Bedesen Spark Drive yards for their third TD with . 
ANOTHER PLAYER the happy Kluska couldn't forget was Frank rin in the clear on the one. The Defense Stiffens The Muskie line, headed by Haner carrying for the final two. By Ron Lo/tm 
Jlilostan. In these days of the platoon system a 60-minute man is more big end· fell into the end zone, The Xavier defense, which Artie Hauser and Bill Schramm, Capit31!zing on a block?d punt ' In this year's Villanova game Xavier fans got quite a 
than a rarity. Milo came withi.n a few seco?ds of bein.g in for e~ery making the score 13-0. Raiff again yielded 204 yards net in the first successfully shackled Gene Filip- ~ly ,m f the fourthd ~nod, ds A:! treat in watching some of the excellent defensive work which 
play last Sunday. Only on Xavier kickoffs did he remam on the si_de- tried the conversion, but his at- half, held the Flyer offense to 67 ski, the country's leading ground tak:1: ~~;~:~d~~~pski :::keted senior guard Bill Schramm is capable of dishing out to the 
Dnes. Bobby Judd was his usual unequaled self. He made the second tempt hit the right upright and yards in the last two quarters. gainer, by limiting him to 45 yards through a big hole in the center Muskie opponents. 
Xavier touchdown almost all on his own, faking several Flyers out bounced back onto the field. The UD linemen were unable to in 17 carries. But although the 
of the play. It was a different Xavier team trap the Muskie forwards as they Wildcats' aerial attack was also for three yards to climax the Bill, who is known to many as "Moose," stands 5-10 and 
• • · • • • that returned to the field after had in the first sessions, and the thwarted by an alert Xavier sec- thrust. weighs 202 pounds. He did his 
l'OSSESSION FOOTBALL Is what tumecl the trick for X In the the intermission than the one pass receivers couldn't shake ondary, Captain Bob Haner and Frey Starts X Push preping at St. Xavier High here 
~ lullf. '1'11e Husklea. ran 52 plays from 11Crimmage la the last two which was pushed back on its loose the XU secondarr which right half Dick Bedesem teamed After the ensuing kickoff Lenny in Cincy where he earned two let-
...,Um compare4 to n for tJD. heels in the first half. Held to a prevented any repetition of the up with one of the hardest-block- Frey started the Xavier comeback ters in varsity football while 
* • • * . * total offense of but 61 yards in break-aways which gave the Fly- ing lines ever to show in the attempt with runs of 11 and 25 playing tackle. 
ALTHOUGH THE Villanova game is now two weeks old, we still the first half, the Muskies took ers their initial lead. Queen City to shove over three yards in a 65 yard scoring push. Entering Xavier in 1949, he 
feel that it is worthy of co.mment. ~e fine perf?nnance ~f the Mus- the kickoff and marched 50 yards The Xavier ground offense second half touchdowns which Frey bucked over from the one played both offensive and de-
keteers can be ~ully appreciated only _if yo~ consider _the kind of team to score with Joe Degilro 'climax- which totaled 166 yards, was broke a halftime deadlock and put on fourth down for the touchdown fensive guard for that year's frosh 
they w:re playing. The ~ple trave~g with the Wildca~ may have ing the drive by passing seven sparked by Bobby Judd, who the game out of reach in spite of which marked the first time this squad and moved to the varsity 
Ileen right when they :Wd that their club was ~ot playing its best yards to Jack Dowd on fourth rushed for 104 yards in 27 tries. a valiant last minute rally by the year that any team had scored the following season. Last year 
brand of ball, but the highly ranked Easteme?> still. showed that there do\vn. A previous crucial last The vastly improved Joe Degaro Musketeers. more than seven points against Bill saw enough action as de-
was not a single departmen~ of the game m w~ch they were not down pass to Frank Milostan on teamed with Jack Dowd and The Philadelphians tallied the Villanova. fensive guard to earn himself his 
strong. For example, the Mam Liners were espeeially adept at punt the UD 11 had made the TD Frank Milostan for 91 yards of first time they had the ball Aided The Musketeers kept coming first Muskie letter. 
retums, and more than once they nearly went all the way on a possible. Poynter converted, and aerial gains to provide X with its by a Pushing the Receiver penalty with another TD drive of equal When asked about the teams 
runback. the score stood 13-7. two touchdowns. and a pass-lateral play from Bill length. This time the key play the Muskies have faced so far 
* • • * * ' Brannau to Jack Marcus to Filip- was Degaro's 40 yard scoring toss this year, Bill picked Villanova 
rr IS all to the great credit of the Muskies that they succeeded in Xu UK c ' G c ll d • ski, the Wildcats moved deep into to Judd. A chance for a tie was with its hard-blocking offensive 
blunting almost completely at least two blades of the many-pronged • age alfleS ance e ' X territory only to be set back to all but completely lost, however, line as the toughest. For outside 
V'lllanova attack; namely, the Wildcats' passing assault and their one- . the Muskie 19 by a fumble. Her€ when a swarm of Wildcats blocked recreation good-natured Bill likes 
man rushing offensive, Gene ~lips~i. A v~tly ~pro~ed ~.pass de- veteran Xavier Team Returns Filipski got away for his only the attempted conversion. to fish. 
fense allowed but five completions m 15 tries, while F1llpsk1 s longest sizeable gain of the afternoon Although trailing 29_20, the After graduation Bill, who is 
jaunt was his 19-yard first-quarter TD. By Paul Cain when he came from a flanker post Muskies were taking to the air in an economics major, plans to 
Guard Bill Schramm • * * • • A letter from Bernie Shively Athletic Director at the to sweep left end and go the dis- search of another score in the last enter business with his father 
BUT THE Wlldeats luid plenty of ether guns to 11118 once the two . . f K t k · ed' 1 M d y off cially ' tance untouched behind excellent minute of play when McNicholas who is associated with the ably be postponed for at leut 
we -Uoaed were silenced. Tile most eireettve were the ftve middle Uruversity 0 en uc. y, receiv ear Y · on a ' 1 · blocking. Haner then kicked the intercepted a Degaro flat pass and Schramm & Rugh decorating firm two years due to Bill's being. a 
- of tile VC etreaslve Une. Wilen the pressure was on la the third cancelled the two Xavier-Kentucky basketball games for the fir&t of four straight conversions. scampered 45 yards for the final here in Cincinnati. ' member of the advanced ROTC 
,...ner, eo.eh Art .Raimo apparently told bis club to forget about the coming season. Shively stated that he regretted the fact that. Degam Passes Cilek Villanova marker. However, this moye will prob- unit here at Xavier. 
~~~~~®the~~w~~~~MW~ed~oo~~ba~~~~ ~in~~~an~--------------------------------------
pln lmlde the tackle&. Tile Jbln Unen responded with what many suit of the recent scandals there. change of brilliant quick-kicks by 
or the MUlketeem later ealled some of the best blocking they have He said that in. order to make it Co-Captains Hue~ Budde at for- Filipski and Xavier's Bob Judd, 
ewr aperlenced, ming at times twlHln-one blocks to grind out un- . f Wildcats' opponents all ward and To~ Snnms at guard. the Musketeers tied matters up 
l(lleCltuut&r ltut etrectlve. yardage. H you don't think the. WDdeats ::s:~o: had been requested by Both of this pair averaged in dou- subsequent to taking over on the 
were pretty eood at mo~ opposing linemen, reeaU the Size of the the NCAA to cancel all Kentucky ble figures last season. Also re- Villanova 27. Joe Degaro passed 
llole FUlp8ld luid on the fourth VIiianova touchdown BDd remember games he was cancelling the com- turning are lettermen guards Bob first to Jaworski and then to Jack 
tllat there were 110me mighty rugged defenders at that spot when the plete i952_53 UK schedule. Heim 8':1-d Paul Margerum, for- Dowd over the middle for eight 
WI wu lllUlppecl. Thi·s came as a disappointment wards Jnn Phelan and Matt De yards and the touchdown. Jim 
* * " • * B b D" kma to Xavier fans who anticipated Boor and center 0 ic n. Poynter's conversion made the DESPITE ALL this, the Wildcats had to make use of one of the . . . . all . 
· h d d t Xa · Stadi t th · seeng the perenrual national Coach Wulk has mvited halftime score 7-7. 
oddest penalties ever an e out a vier um o score eir . t fr hm h t t d t T ' M · L" d d I 
· f • "d f th 0 has been e lained champions meet the Muskies a es en w o wan · o . o so . o he am me!'S nee e on y ~ touchdown. The re erees SI e 0 e st ry. . . XI?. the Cincinnati Gardens on Feb. try out for the Xaxier freshman six plays to go ahead for good 
m thC: ~pe;; but ~ h~ve yet ~ see the 0!h~r :id~f ~: pnnt.h ~ 16. The Wildcats were also slated squad. They should report with after the second half kickoff. The 
hereedit JS. cle pefin tydm quesRet;on oc;~rreS ~~tt r kn ~ov~ a to play Xavier at Lexisgton on equipment to the Fieldhouse floor big gain was Bedesem's 51 yard 
pick up ath osbeallrsth ow~ . .:re; hn ~ cl u was tee m~ f 0 W: Dec 6 It reduced to 22 the num- at approximately 5: 45 p.m. after gallop to the X 24 where he was 
to line up ein do"w en J hvierhs 0 d tae e tcamh. ehupd 0 ass hulotr 's ber. ~f games on the XU hoop varsity practice on Monday, Nov. caught from behind by Frank Fel-
measurement. mg so, o n appene o pu JS an on c z . . . . . d h d 
h ad d "d all ti ped h" l J h · t d d ·n no way to schedule which had JUSt been IO. Seniors Dick Berrung an lerhotI. Seconds later the ar -e an aCCient y p isgasses. onmene i .. f. B . h b "td · H ldd "ht 
coerce the official, but evidently Schultz thought he did for he im- augment~d tho~gh the addition o Jim unnmg ave . een appom e runnmg aner exp o e over rig 
mediately measured off a costly 15-yard penalty. Then to make mat- dates with Umon College (Dec. to coach the y~arlings. guard from the 17 to put his team 
ters worse he commenced to grandstand before the a}ready hostile 1), Georgetown (Dec. 4), Mar-I 
fans by pointing at Baele, tipping his hat and so on. shall (Dec. _11) and Hanover (Jan. Tff<ll!! · , M 
,. * • • • 3) at the Fieldhouse and Marshall • ~ LJ .- Atop Cincinnati"'• 
Historic Music Hall 
WRY THERE were fewer than 11,000 people on hand for the Villa- '.1 second time on Mar. 2 at Hunt- ~ n 5 1 
DOV& game and not a capacity throng of over 15,000 we'll never ~01V. mgton~ w. Va. vr~ CLUB 
For :rean we have heard people complain about Xavier's poor scheclul- Xavier Head Basketball Coach 
IDc when the Huskies were p~ such lnslgDiftcant outfits as ~ed Wulk lamented the caneella-
Younptown and Louisiana Tedi. In the Main Liners Cincinnati root- !Ion ~f, th~ Kentucky game,_ say-
WI fanll luid a diance to see a team that was.among the top ten In mg, Id like to p!ay them if f~r 
the country and ranked ftrst in the East ahead of such powers as no other reason than t?e experi-
Penn, Princeton and Navy. Yet, one of the smallest crowds of the ence you g:t fr,?m playm~ a team 
seaMn showed up. of that caliber. Wulk voiced op-
• • • • • timism over the coming season 
IT'S ALL but impossible to arrive at any sound reason for such a although he _is faced wi~h the 
poor turnout. The best you can do is attribute it to the fact that the task ~f re~lacmg. Gene Smith, the 
Queen City, which will come out in force to see almost any kind of Muskie high pomt ma~ for the 
Reds teams play, simply is not a good football town. past two seasons .. He said that he 
However there would seem to be over 26,000 refutations to this felt more emphasJS on defense alld 
answer in the crowd which was on hand to see UC play Kentucky, a a little better knowledge of his 
team Villanova beat, 25-6, earlier in the year. Then again, this could system would compensate for 
possibly be discounted in view of the length of the UC-UK rivalry 1 Smith's loss. I 
and the fact that a local team was supposed to have a chance to upset It appears that Wulk will have . 
a "big time" aggregation. . plenty of veterans on hand to I 
It was certainly unfortunate that the X-Villanova game had to form the nucleus of this year's 
compete against the previous day's Nippert Stadium tilt. It's even squad. Leading the group will be 
more disheartening to note that in spite of the fairly equal advance 
,z4i ta 
·Where The Nation's Top Bands Play Eaeb Saturday Evenlns 
CINCY'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR 
OPENING Billy Bishop 
Sat. Eve., Nov. 8 AND ms ORCBES'l'RA 
Newly Alr-Conc1Woned - Smart Decor 
RES E RV AT I 0 N S --- C H 3 0 8 6 
build-up given the two games in the press during the previous week Frosh Losers To Miami 
the Cincy game obviously t~k quite a few patrons away from Sun- "-The Miami freshman football 
day's XU contest. team exploded for five touch- ';;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~ 
* • * • * downs in the last 8 minutes to ;;; 
NO DOUBT there were a couple thousand people who were sorry hand the Xaxier Frosh their first 
they had passed up the Villanova game after they heard the results loss of the season, 33_7_ The game 
of what was supposed to be an easy one ~or the ';IDbeaten Wildcats. was played at Oxford on Oct. 23. 
However, they may not have the oppo~umty to mJSs ~othe~ one for The X yearlings now have a 1-1-1 
the simple reason that the XU Athletic Department ~ t?mk mo~e record with another game yet to 
than tWice before it oirers a big guarantee to a team like Villanova m be played. They will meet the 
the future. University of Dayton club in a • • • • • 
K tu_.._ 1.. .. .. _t Red rematch at Dayton on Nov. 22. SPEAKING OF the Cindnnatl- en --.. pme, • !ll'lelllS -
•d llluk rooters greeted the Beareata' return to the fteld at the ;;;:===========~ 
llalf with a demonstration Dke the oae given tile Musketeers at the 
UC game and again at the Villanova encounter. We mean tile way la 
wldeh the •tudenta form an alale for tile players as they come onto 
WHAT XU FOES 
DID LAST WEEK 
tile tleld and eacourace each man as he runs paat. On the radio it was Camp Lejeune ZS, Quantico Z 
stated that the recrptlon given UC at the Kentucky game waa the Miami 27, Toledo 13 
&rat of ltll kind e\·er aeen at Nippert Stadium, while the next morn- UC 41, Western Reserve 2 
lng's peper lllM!Culated that tile 'Cat backers must haYe obtained the Chattanooga 41, ·Louisville 14 
Idea from BOme Wabash partlflallll' actions the previoU8 week. Both of Villanova 20, Parris Island 20 
th- reports mlaed the fact that the Xavier rooting aectlou had been John Carroll 40, Youngsto~ 0 
the first to make •uch a display of •tudent loyalty two weeka earlier Clemson 13, Boston College · 8 





English "Topper" Trench Coat 
exdusively 
at Squires 
exclusively at Squires 




Note the military col-
lar, the broad lapels, 
buckled belt, leather 
buttons; the practical 
extra, outside yoke to 
shed snow and rain, 
to keep your back and 
shoulders s n u g and 
dry! 
The "all-weather" coat sensa-
tion of the year! a lightweight 
topcoat,. a windbreaker, snow-
and-rain shedder, a swagger coat 
of silky, luxurious poplin Import-
ed from England! 
It Fits If It's From 
., 
r 
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DOWN FRONT 
By Jim Hogan 
!:':se1~:u~:ru~!~kth~~;P:::; Dr. McCoy To Preside At Meet 
towns in this country. They will 
appear here in Cincinnati as the Of World Peace Organ' 1·zat1·on 
first of four excellent productions 
sponsored by the Artist Series. Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, direc-
Following ' the Bali Dancers, tor of the Graduate Division, will 
ballet will make its first visit to play a prominent part in the 
the city. On Nov. 13 and 14, Ballet Silver Jubilee Conference of the 
Russe, starring Mia Slavenska and Catholic Association for Interna-
Frederic Franklin, will bring its tional Peace. The Conference is 
--------------------------- Theater Ballet to the Emery Audi- scheduled to be held at Washing. 
With successive performances of "Gigi," "Mr. Roberts" torium. :Alexandra Damllova will ton, D. C., on Nov. 7, 8 and 9. 
revealed that the theme of the 
Conference is . "The Role of the 
Christian in the World for Peace." 
Discussions will revolve around 
two main topics, "Distribution of 
the World's Resources for all 
Men," and "Working for Peace in 
an Armed World." 
be the guest star. D M c h · 'd t f and "I Am a Camera" the Cincinnati Theater has gotten a r. c oy, w o is pres1 en o 
Two old favorites, "Swan Lake" the Association, will preside at 
The membership of the Associa-
tion includes many of the leading 
Catholic thinkers in the United 
States. 
good start on ·a very full season. The first two plays were and "Nutcracker Suite," will be two of the general sessions of the 
very good; the last I thought was very poor. performed both nights. Two new Conference. He will introduce Dr. 
"Gigi" is a short, witty, delightful comedy, and the same ballets will also be presented, "A John c. H. Wu, former Chinese 
adjectives might well be ~ed to Streetcar Named Desire" on Nov. ambassador to the Vatican and C/ia1·tered Buses 
describe its leading lady, Audrey Wagon," starring Bud Ives, opens 13, and "Portrait of a Ballerina" translator of the Bible into Chi- S F W k h 
Hepburn. For a young lady of 23, next Monday night. Phil -Silvers on Nov. 14. nese, at the Silve1: Ju~ilee Ban- et Or Or S Op 
she can certainly make the role will lead the New York cast of • • • • quet Saturday evening m the Ho- The Regional Workshop and 
of"the 16-year-old Gigi come to "Top Banana" through their antics I am happy to report that the tel ~tatler. Dr. McCoy. will also the post-Dayton game luncheon-
life-and a charming job she does for one week beginning Nov. 17, first of a series of foreign films preside at the final meetmg of the dance were the main points of 
ot it. and "Guys and Dolls" will return to be shown here at xavier was Con~erence Sunday afternoon. discussion at the meeting of the 
If there is any word that does a great success. Although work, Dr. McCoy, who will complete Xavier NFCCS last week. 
not fit "Mr. Roberts'" it is Curtains Risin studies and transportation dlffl· his term of office as president of Senior Delegate. Phil Walker 
"charming." Hilarious would be . g cultles combined to prevent my the Association at the meeting, announced that one or two buses 
b tt 
·t d t 1 t f t f Thas we.ek the curtain wlll attending, I am told that South -------------e er su1 e , a eas or pars o ris on· · X M G d will be chartered to carry stu 
the play. When it is funny, it is e . · Hall Theater was filled, 8ll ra UateS dents from the Cincinnati area to 
very funny· when it is serious I Nov. 7, 8- Symphony Concert, As I expected, the film was an W the Regional Workshop, which 
think it dr;gs a little. I did ~ot ":ith. Paul Badura-Skoda, e?'cellent one, typical of the ith Top Honors will be held in Columbus at the 
find the vulgar language offen- pianist, at Music Hall. sample but effective craftsman· S cond L' t t p 1 A Desehler-Wallick Hotel on Nov. 
sive in this play, but I did think Nov. lO thru,, 15 - "Paint Your ship which the Europeans use so O'B~ien, Jr., 
1
~a~~~n grad a~f th~ 15-16. Students who are inter-
much of it was unnecessary. Wagon at the Ta~t. well and which is generally 50 Class of 1950, is one of three top ested in going may contact Phil 
• • • Nov. 12-Dancers of Bah at the foreign. to our own movies. . graduates of a Discussion Leaders' Walker or Al Cordes. 
"I am a camera with its shutter Music Hall. * * * • Course conducted at Camp Stew- The Family Relations Club will 
open, recording what I see," says Nov. 12, 13, H - "Summer and Our Sister University will begin art, Ga. conduct a Family. Life panel at 
Christopher Isherwood in the Smoke" the Carousel Thea- its dramatic activities next week Lieutenant O'Brien is a gradu- the Workshop. The title of the 
first few lines of John van Dru- ter at UC. as the Carousel Theater, a division ate of Guardian Angel School and panel will be "The College Mar-
ten's play "I Am a Camera," Nov. 13, 14 - Theater Ballet at of the Mummers Guild, will pre- St. Xavier High in Cincinnati. He riage Course as a Preparation for 
which will close its run in Cin- at the Emery Auditorium. sent Tennessee Williams' "Sum- received a bachelor of arts degree Family Life." The speakers have 
mer and Smoke" on Nov. 12, 13 from Xav1'er d i t d not be n n d t cinnati tomorrow night at the , an s a recen gra - e ame as ye . 
Cox. Mr. van Druten's camera to Cincinnati for its second run and l4. It will be an Arena pro- uate of Officer Candidate School. Preparations for the luncheon-
then proceeds to record a few on Tuesday, Nov. 25. From "Down duction of the play, staged in When he arrived at Camp Stew- dance are now fully underway. 
months in the life of Sally Bowles Front" it looks as if November Annie Laws Auditorium on the art on Sept. 18, Lieutenant O'Brien Many students during the next 
(very well played by Julie Har- will be a gay month indeed. U. C. campus. was assigned to the 551st Anti- three weeks will be asked to lend 
ris) a young w n 
1 
h * • * * This sort of production is quite aircraft Artillery Gun Battalion. a hand on various committees. 
fail~d as an. actr~:,a fa~~o as a: Devotees of the Dance will interesting, especially if you ha':e ~e has since. been a~pointed as- "The NFCC~ hopes that those ap· 
h






·nto their ow t. k never seen one before. The aud1- s1stant troop information and edu- proached will cooperate" Walker 
"' o , a a1 e espec1a y as a n nex wee • . · 1 . 1 · t• ffi ' h b . 
1 
h' tt t On Wedn d N 12 th ence· sits m a arge c1rc e, m the ca ion o cer for Camp Stewart. stated. uman emg. n is a empt o es ay, ov. • e middle of which and on the same------------- -------------
sympathize with her I think Mr. ,Danccrs of Bali will bring their level is an open area In this area sentatlon increases the dramatic tJ!!~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!e!!!!!!!!B!ll 
van ?ruten has failed rather bad- I celebrated color and grace to the play is present~d, with the contact betwen the actors and the The Drug Store closest to 
ly himself. the Music Hall. performers making their entrances audience, but it also increases Xavier University 
• • • This group, composed of young and exits by aisles which lead di- the difficulty of a successful pro- The Abe Baumring 
Musical comedy will take over girls (the 'oldest is 13, and the star rectly through the audience to the ductlon. In the past, the Carousel p 
the stage of the Taft Theater for is 12) and older men from the dressing rooms. Theater bas done some excellent harmacy 
the next three weeks. "Paint Your Island of Bali, have been ex- Of course, this method of pre· work in this field. EVANSTON 









. ' . condidate. 
only t1"'8 ~Ill te~~;!~;::Out o cigarette! 
And only t1111• w• 
Tak• your tirn• • • • 
atCNABS ir 30 clays 
- .P8•\d-and ~~ill 
. b\e a cig t 
"f 'l'ELL how cn)oya . it the test o 
• you CAN inokc until you grvc tte as -your 
be as your ~ead~c:'s most popular£ cig;;~ays ~nd see 
tisne· 'try in~ oke on\y Caine\s . or ble Camels are 
teady smoke. in f 1 hoW en)oya s b :w Savor u ' ' 
boW mild, o eek after week. 




by bil\io"s of 
c\garette~ 
per year• 
There must be, 
0 reason why· 
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EC Library ·Open 
For Student Use 
The Evening College library and 
reading room, on the third floor of 
the EC building, is open nightly 
for student use from 5 :30 until 
<:lasses end. Miss Edith MacVeigh, 
librarian, will be on duty from 
--------------------------- 5:30 to 8:45 p.m., to assist students 
Nitelife High lites 
in locating research material and 
to give necessary information. All 
books are to be borrowed or re-
By Dorolliy Tu1geser turned during this period. The Ji-
--------------------------- brary occupies the room which 
Third time is the charm -
served as the book room during 
the first weeks of the semester. 
And here's the Nite-life write-up number three with a 
triple charm-"Ship ahoy,'' "Sailors beware," and "Down the 
hatch.,, XU Sailing Club., has come out with an invite to 
guys and gals of EC to board the ship and join the crew. 
Dean Irvin F. Beumer reports 
that the library is supplied with 
several thousand books and a 
variety·of current periodicals. 
Some day, matey, you'll be skipper 
of the ship. Yes? 
* * * * 
Also collecting new members is 
the Booster Club. Why do evening 
students sign up 'in droves to join 
the Boosters? "I like!" Good 'nuff 
reason given by Mary Clifford, 
who is studying secretarial work 
at EC. 
Says Joe Venneman, beginning 
studies fot• his Bachelor of Science 
in Business Administration, "Out-
Between The Lines 
(Continued from Page 2) 
not loaded with sugary piety. 
It is none of these. The first 
group of disqualifications listed 
can be applied to nine out of ten 
of the Christmas cards offered for 
sale in our stores. The second set 
applies to these and also to many 
produced by our Catholic groups 
and by manufacturers who try to 
attract a Catholic's dollar. 
Christmas is the feast estab-
lished by the Church to commem-
orate the birth of Christ. It is not 
a scheme conceived by a shrewd 
advertising agent in some mod· 
ernistic office to huckster perfume, 
silk ties, pipe tobacco, whiskey and 
wrapping paper. 
Therefore a Christmas card 
should extend greeting and con-
vey a spirH in keeping with the 
nature of the feast. One aspect of 
this nature is that of joy, and this 
joy is e~pressed by us through the 
giving of gifts and the use of 
other traditional signs of gladness. 
This is all well and good. But 
often in the maze of ornaments, 
wrapping paper and ribbon the 
manifestations of joy become the 
cause of that joy. 
The joy of Christmas comes 
from the realization of and grati· 
tude for Christ's deigning to be-
come man and thereby taking the 
first step towards man's redemp-
tion. This is the spirit and the 
greeting which a Christmas card 
should convey in a manner which 
is artistically in keeping with the 
dignity of the occasion. 
If all this makes sense to you, 
follow through on it. Choose as 
your own, or recommend to your 
family the purchase of those cai·ds 
which can be called Christmas 
cards in the truest and most 
Christian sense of the word. 
RENT A TYPEWRITER 
Student rate, ~ months $10 
Complete touch typing book free 
with each rental. 
side activities like dances, sports 
and infot·mal gatherings were fun 
in high school, and they'll be even 
better with college students." 
From others questioned came ditto 
and likewise. 
* * * * 
Mid-term exams, top on the hor-
ror hits, are with. us. But there's 
no reason to worry about exams. 
Most ECers know as much about 
their subjects as the teachers do. 
And any prof in good standing 
will admit sadly that it's impossi-
ble to teach most college students 
anything. 
XU Sailing Club Opens 
Arms To EC Students 
· Now in its second year at the 
day school, the Xavier Sailing Club 
opened membership recent1y to 
EC students. At an orientation 
meeting held Tuesday evening 
after class, club officers discussed 
with prospective members from 
the Evening College convenient 
arrangements for this new divi-
sion. . 
Sailing activities are centered 
at Lake Cowan, near Wilmington, 
Ohio. 
Fellows and girls from EC are 
Men's waslaaflle eorduro9 
Sport Shirts 
"" ARROW 
Fine quality, I ight-weight sport 
shirt of cotton corduroy that is 
Sanforized for less than l % 
shrinkage. This dressy sport shirt 
has exdusive Arafold collar, 2 flap 
pockets ... all with hidden stitch-
ing. Colorfast shades of liQht blue, 
navy, mist green, grey or cinna-
mon. Sizes small, medium, large 
or large. 
Men's Furnishings . Street Floor 




Xavier Sollors Win Event 
A boat of the Xavier Sailing Club (4), piioted by Lodge Weber 
in the stern and Bob Paul forward, passed the finish line (the oar 
held up in the small boat) to win an event at the .regatta held Oct. 
~5 on the Scioto River north of Columbus, Ohio. Xavier finished 
sixth among the eight schools competing in the regatta, which was 
sponsored by Ohio State University. 
invited to join. Membership appli-
cations arc available in the office. 
No equipment or previous experi-
ence is necessary. Membership fee 
is $5.00. 
Jack Sweeney, Admissions chair-
man, commented: "For those who 
have any free time on Saturdays 
or Sundays, sailing is a thrilling 
adventure." 
AU llllallH NEW POBT4BLE8 Ro7al.r, 
Uaderwooa, Corona, Remlnston and re-
eoadlUoaed 8T4NDABD -hlllH for ..... 
Mahl~ arew 
PETER PAUL SERVICE Monda9: J2 noon to a138 p.111. 1'11e1da9: 12 noon to 5:38 p.m. Re•t of 1J'eek: 10 a.111. to 5:30 p.m. 
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ACLU-SPONSORED BOOK DEFENDS COMMIES 
(Reprinted with permission of COUNTERATTACK, 55 W •2 St., New York 38, N. Y.I 
Editors Note: . The following article and others to follow are 
intended to present an old problem in a new light. The problem is 
Communist activity in the United States; the new light is the 
investigatinn and revelations of COUNTERATTACK. College stu-
dents especiaH11 should be aware of the seriousness of the problem. 
ln this new series of articles The News hopes to give some hint of 
the reasons why. 
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and· its 
· actions are of great importance to the U.S. public. For over 
thirty years, this organization has been the self-appointed 
guardian of civil liberties in the U. S. It has about 20,000 
members ... in branches in all parts of the country. 
ACLU sponsored a supposedly 
objective study of "blacklisting" edge falsehood, omission and dis· 
in radio and TV which was pub- tortion in the book. 
Ushed in April by Doubleday · & But no further proof of dishon-
Co. The book is called "The Judges esty of · the book is needed. Its 
and the Judged." It was written falsity is established. It is admit-
by MERLE MILLER, a member ted by ACLU. The "New Leader" 
of ACLU's board of directors. has editorially urged AC.LU to re-
This book is a defense of Com- pudiate the book. What is the 
munists and a smear of COUN· ACLU going to do? 
TERATTACK and "Red Chan- Here's the answer: It will con-
nels," Its report of Communist in-
filtration in radio and TV. COUN-
TERATTACK has stated that the 
book is full of lies and distortions 
tinue to endorse this book, · even 
though it is an arsenal of misin-
formation and character assassi-
nation that helps the Communist 
Party. That was the decision of c ·z M T FA R 
the ACLU board when it accepted 0UllCl OVeS 0 oom; 
the report. It merely recom- M R • 'G ' c ' 
mended that those falsehoods and ay evi ve - overnor s up 
distortions brought to its attention -
be corrected in future editions. Last Monday the Student Coun- the Governor's Cup. 
And then for months (since July cil convened in its new meeting The cup is to be awarded to 
when the report was accepted) place, The Fine Arts Room in Al- the school which wins the annual 
the ACLU suppressed the .report be1·s Hall. The change was made football· game between the two 
because, even though it is an ab· because the Fine Arts Room af- schools, and it will remain at that 
surd and pitiful attempt to covex fords much more favorable facil- school until the following year. 
up for the ACLU, it is neverthe· ities for round-table discussion Reports were also given on the 
less so damning that ACLU hoped than did Room 10. Villanova and UC pep rallies. 
to keep it from the public. At the meeting itself, council Jack Carroll, president of the 
ACLU couldn't resist the members discussed the possibil- freshman class and chairman of 
pressure. This week ... the Board ity of awarding the Governor's the Villanova rally, reported that 
voted to release its special com- Cup to the winner of the annual thfJ° rally and dance afforded a 
mittee's report to the press. The Xavier-Dayton game. This prac- net profit of almost $40. 
A?LU attempt at suppression had tice, which began some fifty At the same time, the Dorm 
faded. ye a rs a go , was interrupted Council reported that a profit of 
Faith(ully yours; around 1928 and was never re- $224 was realized on the UC ral-
COUNTERATTACK sumed. However, student repre- ly dance. 
(The complete issue of COUN. sentatives of the two schools -------------
TERATTACK is available to Xa- have gotten together recently Piano For Sale 
vier students in the Library read- and are now planning to renew Beautiful tone Walnut Upright 
ing room.) the old practice of exchanging Piano, $85.00. Call HUmbolt 0392. 
and that MILLER has "grossly -----------------------------------------------------
misrepresented facts by deceitful 
writings." 
MERLYN S. PITZELE, another 
member of ACLU's board of di· 
rectors, exposed a number of the 
falsehoods in the book in a review 
of it in the New Leader magazine 
of May 12. 
An ACLU committee was ap-
pointed to investigate PITZELE's 
charges. 
LOUIS BERG, film and TV edl· 
tor of "This Week" magazine, has 
an article on the "blacklisting" 
question in the current issue of 
"Commentary," monthly publica-
tion of the American Jewish Com-
mittee. 
His article is a stinging indict-
ment of the MERLE MILLER-
ACLU book. It also reveals that 
the report of the special ACLU 
committee found all of PITZELE's 
major charges against the book 
valid ... and that this report has 
been accepted by the Board of the 
ACLU. 
BERG also reveals that ACLU 
has suppressed the report for sev-
eral months . . . ACLU was keep-
ing the truth from the public. 
MERLE MILLER quoted in 
"The Judges and the Judged" a 
radio writer in. " 'Red Channels' 
whose income has decreased by a 
third" since the book was pub-
lished. Miller said that this writer 
had joined only four fronts . . • all 
of them in the 1930s. 
... The ACLU special commit-
tee suppressed report says: "Mr. 
Miller produced for your commit· 
tee the name of a radio writer 
who had furnished him the quo-
tation . . . but the radio writer 
was found to have in "Red Chan-
nels" not four listings but a tota1 
of twenty. And instead of being 
confined to the 1930s, eleven of 
these listings covered the years 
1945 to 1949." Thus MILLER had 
told a double lie . 
. . . COUNTERATTACK could 
quote more items from ACLU's 
suppressed report which acknowl-
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and Accessory Organs not Adversely 
Afleded by Smoking Chesterfields 
FIRST SUCH RE~ORT EVER PUBLISHED 
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE 
A responsible consulting organization has 
reported the results of a continuing study by a 
competent medical specialist and his staff on the 
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes. 
A sroup of people from various walks of life 
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six 
months this group of men and women smoked their 
normal amount of Chesterfields-10 to 40 a day. 
45 % of the group have smoked Chesterfields con-
tinually from one to thirty years for an average of 
10 years each. 
examination, including X-ray pictures, by the 
medical specialist and his assistants. The exam-
ination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, 
ears and throat. 
The medical specialist, after a thorough exam.; 
ination of every member of the group, stated: 
H It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and 
accessory organs of all participating subjects ex· 
amined by me were not adversely_ affected in the 
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes 
provided/~ 
';:\ ..... 
At the besfnnins and at the end of· the six-
months period each smoker was given a thorough • 
ASK YOUR DEALER 
FOR CHESTERFIELD-
EITHER WAY YOU 
LIKE 'EM 
CONTAINS TOBACCOS 
OF BETTER QUALITY & 
HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY 
OTHER KING-SIZE 
CIGARETTE 
Coprrlaht 1952. l.JGGl1T It MYIU TOIAC:CO eo. 
